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OCTOBER
October 8

October 6,. 7, 8

October 8
CHRIS.WILLIAMSON
& TERESA TRULL

MISS
GAY BOSTON i 89
Erica Boyer
"A NIGHT
AT LaCAGE"

BLACKSTONE'S
·in Portland, Maine
:·.

2nd Anniversary
Celebration

with special guest SUE FINK
at First Parish Unitarian Church
in Portland. Maine

.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT,

SEE ADVERTISEMENT

-

October 14
ALL SINGING
ALL DANCING
ALL CONCERNED
An evening of
performances to
benefit
THE AIDS PROJECT

_J

1- -

October 28, 29, 31
PORTLAND'S
,
HALLOWEEN
WEEKEND
BLOWOUT

October 23 - 27
GAY AND LESBIAN
·AWARENESS WEEK
~

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
of
University of Southern Maine .

I

For more information, contact

.

Sunday night at BLACKSTONE'S

· Smythlen Wolf
(207)874-6596

:SBE, ADVERTISEMENT

Saturday night at
THE UNDERGROUND
(special $1000 in prizes)

Tuesday night at CYCLES
'

October 29
CHIP 'N DALE'S
of Waterville, Maine
GIANT
HALLOWEEN
.
PARTY
$100.00 Grand Prize

October 29.
PAPA JOE'S in
Augusta, Maine

-

HALLOWEEN i89
PARTY
Cash prizes for BEST costume
Half price cover charge with costume
Costume Judging at midnight

SBB ADVERTISEMENT

-

October .29
SPORTSMAN'S
ATHLETIC CLUB
in Lewiston, Maine
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY

.

Judging at 10: 30 pm
CASH PRIZES

-/NB/DE. _....________________,
/

SEE ADVERTISEMENT

SEE ADVERTISEMENT

•

Coming Out on Campus

•

The East Coast Lesbian ·Festival
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P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104
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PURPOSE
Our Paper is publi shed monthly by the
Our Paper vo lunteer co llective, PO Box
I074-4,Portl and ME 041 04. The purpose
of Our Paper is to serve as a voice for ·
lesb ians and gay m'en in Maine. We wi sh
the news paper to be a source of in fo nnati on , support, and affirmation, and a vehicle fo r celebration, by and for members
of the lesbi an and gay men's communities.
We want the paper to reflect our divers ity
as well.

Dear Our Paper:
If the American Red Cross is really

~rio us abo ut a widely reported blood
shortage, it might dare to change its homophobic pro- lesbian lazy institutional stance,
and allow healthy homosex uals to donate.
Its current regul ations fo rbid accepting
donations fro m any male who has had sex
with another male since 1977 .
The l977 date apparently is a Red Cross
carved-into-stone interpretation of a 4-yearago ( 1985) report that AIDS may have
occ urred from infect ion eight years previously. Since then, in each calendar year,
AIDS researchers have not extended dateof-possible infec tion to one-year-furtherback-long-ago.
Since mass donation s started, l ' ve
donated 11 2 times at Red Cross centers,
local hospitals, and on vacation trips in
several states and Canada. I have taken two
local AIDS blood tests which reported me
negative; al so the Red Cross a pairof times
after it started HIV testing accepted donations from me, and never reported back a
negative lab result.
Regularly, Red Cross detailed policies
change about accepting blood from people
. over 65 years old. At one time, they requested doctor's certifications that we are
healthy. I'd just moved to a new community, had a general physical exam and introductory talk with a new GP and told him ,
as part of my background, that I'm a longtime-hetero-married homosexual. He didn ' t
ask about the handful of genital contacts in
decades, but when I· asked fo r a letter telling Red Cross that I'm healthy, he wrote,
instead, "homosex ual; refuse· him permanentl y."

Part of the soc iology of AIDS in the
1980s is that educati on or warnings about
infection have worked in the gay community. Reports, espec ially from San Francisco but also nationall y, are that (since
AIDS was first CDC desc ri bed) the percentages of new cases from homo contacts
have dropped, while those fro m needlesharing, hetero intercourse, or pregnancy
have ri sen. Latest medical publications on
sources-of -in fectioqs add vaginal fluid s to
blood and semen as transmi ssion sources.
Is it because the Red Cross is so largely
fe male staffed that its FORBIDDEN li sts
do not say " id you are a fe male who has
had sex with another female?"
This is the same lazy, slow to move,
mass ive bureaucratic institution that during World War 2 kept "colored" and
"white" blood separate to allay nonexi stent public apprehension , years after the
entire scientific community declared there
was no reason to, and that in the 1970s
dragged its feet and delayed admitting any
possible connection between blood transfusions and AIDS (aboutthi s last, read And
the Band Played On ).
Sincemyfourreports of beingahealthy,
HIV-negative quondam homosex ual are
not enough to sati sfy Red Cross,sometimes
in the future when I &m out of town maybe
I should try to make a disguised anonymous or faked-name donation. Paying for
a third or seventeenth HIV test, with repeated negat ive res ults will , it seems
obvious,not be enough to convince the
local chapter personnel or New England
regional headquarters.
John McPherson (pseudonym)
Portland

Dear Our Paper:
I just read your Sept ' 89 issue
and really like it alot. I grew up in
Maine (Portland), and moved away
in ' 67 to go to college and except for
brief visits to family , have been
away ever sjnce. It was great to see
some of what is going on for gays &
lesbians now. You ' re doing a great
job - the publication LOOKS good
- has lots of "air" in it - isn ' t
crammed to the margins with copy
and bad illustrations. I am a graphic
artist and these things make a big
difference to me. At the mof)Jent I
am 200% broke or I would subscribe immediately. I will se nd
money soon! In the mean time keep
up the good work.
I particularly enjoyed "Mood
Swing" by James one. Verrry humorous but I don't understand what
was so horrible about Harvey Fier-

stein - I loved "Torch Song Trilogy". Yeah, so he 's a gay man but
many of the same issues are rampant in my lesbian life. The rest of it
hit nail after nail on their aggravating heads.
" Crop Top 's" article on SIM at
the Michigan festival left me perplexed. i don ' t understand how they
get upset at " sexual oppression"
when that is essentially what they
are practicing, it is not? Why don ' t
they just get off on all the flak that
other lesbian s give them? Get into
it, you know? " Oh, hit me again, I
love it! " . Or do you?
Anyhow, I found it all interesting reading .
Thanks!
G.B . in White River Junction ,
Vermont

con1inued

2
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EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider f"o r publication any
material that broadens our unde rstanding
of our ri fes tyles and of each other. Views
and opini ons appearing in Our Paper are
those of the authors onl y.
We request that all materi al submitted
be signed and include an address and/or
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit material as
necess.ary, unless otherwise instructed.
Within the pages of Our Paper, articles
can appear anonymously, upon request,
and strict confidentiality will be observed.
Editorials appearing in Our Paper
represent the opinion of the collecti ve as a
whole.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for publication
and to share your comments, criticisms,
and positive feelings with us. Remember,
Our Paper is Your Paper!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $ 12 for one year ( 12
issues), $20 fo r two year~, and $25 fo r
three years. Make checks payable to Our
Paper.

THE COLLECTIVE
Office Ma nager:
Pete Jakubowski
Business Manager :
Diane Matthews
News:
Eric Gordon
Features:
(open for volunteer)
Arts & Entertainment:
Tim Grover
Distribution:
Micha~) Stickney
Subscription:
Daw n Patterson
Graphics and Design:
(open fo r volunteer)
Classifieds:
Steve Burr
Layout:
Diane Matthews
Proofread:
(open fo r volunteer)
THIS MONTH'S CONTRIBUTORS:
Holly Valero
Carl Morse
Elaine Malkin
Anastasia Bowers
Smythen Wolfe
P.A. Trisha
Eric Gordon
Production Help:
Ame Hanson
Weade Cl arke
Doug Dunton
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
Tim Grove r

Deadline for November Issue:
October 17
Deadline for December Issue:
November 14
Deadline for Special January " Coming
Out on Campus" Issue
November 30
(send all stories in ASAP)

SHARE YOUR TALENTS.
DEVELOP NEW ONES.
Our Paper needs graphic artists, layoutpeople, photographers,
writers and distribution people. Find out what's involved. Write to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104, or come to a
7 pm Tuesday night meeting at 9 Deering Street (rear) in Portland.
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Gay Censorship Update
by Eric Gordon

Dear Our Paper:
The ads placed in various newspapers
in Maine offering sample copies of O~r
Paper were a good idea. It was encouraging that 30 papers ran the ad, and that many
people unaware of Our Paper now know
about it.
But it's outrageous that 16 papers did
not run that ad! It's not clear to me what
response, if any, Our Paper and its supporters have made so far to this injustice,
but some action needs to be taken. If no one
says something like "this is censorship, it is
disrespectful ,' and it is not promoting a
better .understanding of Maine's lesbians
and gay men," then these papers will do the

same thing again to Our Paper and maybe
to feminists, peace groups, Earth Firsters,
and anyone not representative of mainstream United States.
Besides the Bangor Daily News (mentioned in the August issue), what other
papers refused the ad? I am willing to
· support just about any strategy Our Paper
wants to implement to protest the refusal or
10 work for better understanding by newspaper owners/decision-makers, but I'll be
very disappointed if there is no response.
Remember, Silence= Death.
Sincerely,
Larry Dansinger

The following letters were sent to Our
Paper concerning Bangor Daily Times '
refusal to publish on Our Paper advertisement. All authors requested that we reprint
their letters to BOT.

Richard Warren, publisher
Bangor Daily News
491 Main St.
Bangor ME 0440 I
Dear Mr. Warren:
Your refusal to print an advertisement
inviting subscriptions to Our Paper,
Maine 's major gay newspaper, has come to
my attention .
I was born in Skowhegan, Maine in
1934 and lived there as a gay child and
adolescent until graduation from high
school in 1952. I then attended Yale University on full scholarship, has three .consecutive Fulbright Fellowships in France,
and pursued a career in the arts and in
publishing in New York. In 1977, I returned to Ma(ne, but in 1980 was driven out
of my home and business and left the state
again.
I am fami liar with Our Paper. It is a
lively and informative and responsible
source of news and information for the
many people who need it. Your decision
not to print its advertisement indicates a
willingness on your part to participate in
and add to the burden of bigotry and intolerance that has damaged - and continues to
damage - the lives of many gay children
and gay adults in Maine. The psychic and
spiritual cost of that bigotry is, i11 fact,
borne by every citizen of Maine.
I enclose a copy of the last speech of a
recent work of mine that has been performed in New York and London. Please
consider it for reprint in your newspaper. I
think many of your readers will be interested to know what the experience of being
a gay person in Maine can be like. I would
also like to know if you have reversed your
decision on Our Paper 's ad.
I.look forward to your reply.
Yours sincerely,
Carl Morse
Apt. l 7B, 460 W. 24th St.
NY, NY ~9()11 .

Dear Mr. Warren:
Maine' s major gay newspaper, . Our
Paper, recently submitted to tl,e Bangor
Daily News an ad which you rejected,
apRarently because it contained the words
"gay" and " lesbian."
Some years ago, three teenagers threw
Charlie Howard, a gay man, to his death
from a bridge in Bangor. Their penalty was
a suspended sentence. Charlie Howard paid
with hi s life. I am not familiar with your
coverage of that crime; xet I assume it
garnered attention because gay people tend
to be depicted only as victims or villans.
How sad that you are so frightened that
you deny Our Paper the opportunity to
communicate with your gay readers. Or do
you_not believe thatthe Bangor Daily News
has gay readers? We are everywhere, Mr.
Warren, and -we will not go away. Gay
people come in all shapes, sizes, colors,
occupations, sexes, and from every economic , social, educational, and ethnic
background. In short, we cross every line.
As a journalist, you have a responsibility to educate. In fact, you are contributing
to anti-gay discrimination and condoning
anti-gay violence. Shame on you.
With liberty and justice for all,
Ross Jacobs
156 Waverly Place #3A
NY, NY 10014

Dear Mr. Warren:
We were amazed to read recently that
your paper denied ad space to Our Paper
simply because it included the words "gay"
and "lesbian." It is a very.d eep sadness to us
that such narrow-mindedness still exists in
our world today.
I wonder, Mr. Warren, if you realize
that there are as many gays and lesbians in .
the United States today as there are black
people!?! When you deny the use of words

Perhaps by now you've read the headlines &bout Our Paper in other newspapers: " 15 Papers Reject Ad ... More proof
that freedom of the press is often reserved
to those who own one," reported the Maine
Times.
Casco Bay Weekly said it this way:
" Fifteen Maine newspapers indicated that
being gay or lesbian was bad, news when
they refused to run an ad from Our Paper."
Philadelphia Gay News tied the story
to Maine 's most famous summer resident,
reporting that "The weekly newspaper in
Kennebunkport, Maine, where President
.Bush and his fami ly have their vacation
home, was one of 15 papers in The Pine
Tree State that refused to run a pre-paid
advertisement for Our Paper."
"Banned in Maine," stated the GL.<\AD
Bulletin, a nationwide media watchdog
that writes about s ubjects such as
television's treatment of gay characters.
Even New England AdWeek, the flashy
advertising trade journal, included a gaypositive article ·in its hip "Corridor Talk"
column.
So, the word is out.
Help spread the word. Tell the publishers of the fifteen newspapers that refused to
run our ads that you think they made a poor
decision. Anyone willing to organize boycotts or pickets?
Write to:
Harry T. Foote
The American Journal
PO Box 310
Westbrook ME 04092
854-2577
Richard J. Warren
Bangor Daily News
491 Main St.
Bangm: ME 0440 I
942-4881
1-800-432-7964 (in Maine)

that describe us, you have no idea of the
vast number of doctors, teachers, nurses,
accounta111ts, social workers, etc. that you
are attempting to shove into ignominy.
You see, Mr. Warren, we really ARE everywhere .. we are parents and neighbors and
co-workers. Ignorance will not make us
vanish and neither will prejud,jce.

David Outerbridge
Bar Harbor Times
66 Main St.
Bar Harbor ME 04609
288-3311
Ferguson Calder
The Calais Advertiser
North St., PO Box 660
Calais ME 04619
454-3561
James R. Costello
Lewiston Sun
PO Box 4400
Lewiston ME 04243
784-5411
1-800-482-0753
Publisher
Advertiser-Democrat
2 Bridge St.
PO Box 269
Norway ME 04268
743-7011
Publisher
The Quoddy Times
123 Water St.
Eastport ME 04631
853-4806
) '

!

David Outerbridge
The Republican Journal
4 Main St.
Belfast ME 04915
:338-3333
Publisher
Rumford Falls Times
71 Canal St.
PO Box 490
Rumford ME 04276
364-7893

continued on page 4

Please reconsider your decision. In a
world where hate and violence is far too
rampant, you could use your influence to
bring light and understanding.
Sincerely,
Dottie Matthews, Christina Steams and·
Philip,' Angie, and Timmy (our three chi!,- _.
dren)

1"he National AIDS Information
Clearinghouse
Now-one toll-free number for reference
assistance and to order publications:

New toll-free number

1-800-458-5231
FAX: 1-301-738-6616
. Call us. We're your centralized resource for information
on HIV/AIDS programs, services, and materials.
A service of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service
•
Centers for Disease Control
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Gay Censorship Update
by Eric Gordon

Dear 01.!r Paper:
The ads placed in various newspapers
in Maine offering sample copies of O~r
Paper were a good idea. It was encouraging that 30 papers ran the ad, and that many
people unaware of Our Paper now know
about it.
But it's outrageous that 16 papers did
not run that ad! It's not clear to me what
response, if any, Our Paper and its supporters have made so far to this injustice,
but some action needs to be taken. If no one
says something like "this is censorship, it is
disrespectful ,' and it is not promoting a
better .understanding of Maine 's lesbians
and gay men," then these papers will do the

same thing again to Our Paper and maybe
to feminists, peace groups, Earth Firsters ,
and anyone not representative of mainstream United States.
Besides the Bangor Daily News (mentioned in the August issue), what other
papers refused the ad? I am willing to
·support just about any strategy Our Paper
wants _to implement to protest the refusal or
to work for better understanding by newspaper owners/decision-makers, but I'll be
very disappointed if there is no response.
Remember, Silence= Death.
Sincerely,
Larry Dansinger

The following letters were sent to Our
Paper concerning Bangor Daily Times'
refusal to publish on Our Paper advertisement. All author.s requested that we reprint
their letters to BDT.

Richard Warren, publisher
Bangor Daily News
491 Main St.
Bangor ME 0440 I
Dear Mr. Warren:
Your refusal to print an advertisement
inviting subscriptions to Our Paper,
Maine's major gay newspaper, has come to
my attention .
I was born in Skowhegan, Maine in
1934 and lived there as a gay child and
adolescent until graduation from hi gh
school in 1952. I then attended Yale University on full scholarship, has three _consecutive Fulbright Fellowships in France,
and pursued a career in the arts and in
publishing in New York . In 1977, I returned to Mai_ne, but in 1980 was driven out
of my home and business and left the state
again.
I am familiar with Our Paper. It is a
lively and_ informative and responsible
source of news and information for the
many people who need it. Your decision
not to print its advertisement indicates a
willingness on your part to participate in
and add to the burden of bigotry and intolerance that has damaged - and continues to
damage - the lives of many gay children
and gay adults in Maine. The psychic and
spiritual cost of that bigotry is, in fact,
borne by every citizen of Maine.
I enclose a copy of the last speech of a
recent work of mine that has been performed in New York and London. Please
consider it for reprint in your newspaper. I
think many of your readers will be interested to know what the experience of being
a gay person in Maine can be like. I would
also like to know if you have reversed your
decision on Our Paper's ad.
I.look forward to your reply.
Yours sincerely,
Carl Morse
Apt. 178, 460 W. 24th St.
NY, NY ~0011_

Dear Mr. Warren:
Maine 's major gay newspaper, . Our
Paper, recently submitted to tl.e Bangor
Daily News an ad which you rejected,
apparently because it contained the words
"gay" and " lesbian."
Some years ago, three teenagers threw
Charlie Howard, a gay man, to his death
from a bridge in Bangor. Their penalty was
a suspended sentence. Charlie Howard paid
with his life. I am not familiar with your
coverage of that crime; Y.et I assume it
garnered attention because gay people tend
to be depicted only as victims or villans.
How sad that you are so frightened that
you deny Our Paper the opportunity to
communicate with your gay readers. Or do
you_not believe that the Bangor Daily News
has gay readers? We are everywhere, Mr.
Warren, and .we will not go away. Gay
people come in all shapes, sizes, colors,
occupations, sexes, and from every economic , social, educational, and ethnic
background. In short, we cross every line.
As a journalist, you have a responsibility to educate. In fact, you are contributing
to anti-gay discrimination and condoning
anti-gay violence. Shame on you.
With liberty and justice for all,
Ross Jacobs
156 Waverly Place #3A
NY, NY 10014

Dear Mr. Warren:
We were amazed to read recently that
your paper denied ad space to Our Paper
simply because it included the words "gay"
and "lesbian." It is a very ·deep sadness to us
that such narrow-mindedness still exists in
our world today.
I wonder, Mr. Warren, if you realize
that there areas many gays and lesbians in
the United States today as there are black
people!?! When you deny the use of words

Perhaps by now you've read the headlines ,ibout Our Paper in other newspapers: "I 5 Papers Reject Ad ... More proof
that freedom of the press is often reserved
to those w:ho own one," reported the Maine
Times.
Casco Bay Weekly said it this way:
"Fifteen Maine newspapers indicated that
being gay or lesbian was bad, news when
they refused to run an ad from Our Paper."
Philadelphia Gay News tied the story
to Maine ' s most famous summer resident,
reporting that "The weekly newspaper in
Kennebunkport, Maine, where President
-Bush and his family have their vacation
home, was one of l 5 papers in The Pine
Tree Statte that refused to run a pre-paid
advertisement for Our Paper."
"Banned in Maine," stated the GLAAD
Bulletin,. a nationwide media watchdog
that writes about subjects such as
television's treatment of gay characters.
Even New England AdWeek, the flashy
advertising trade journal , included a gaypositive article in its hip "Corridor Talk"
column.
So, the word is out.
Help spread the word. Tell the publishers of the fifteen newspapers that refused to
run our ads that you think they made a poor
decision . Anyone willing to organize boycotts or J~ickets?
Write to:
Harry T. Foote
The American Journal
PO Box 310
Westbrook ME 04092
854-2577
Richard J. Warren
Bangor Daily News
491 Main St.
Bangor ME 0440 l
942-4881
l-800-432-7964 (in Maine)

that describe us, you have no idea of the
vast number of doctors, teachers, nurses,
accountants, social workers, etc. that you
are attempting to shove into ignominy.
You see, Mr. Warren, we really ARE everywhere! - we are parents and neighbors and
co-workers. Ignorance will not make us
vanish and neither will prejudice.

David Outerbridge
Bar Harbor Times
66 Main St.
Bar Harbor ME 04609
288-3311
Ferguson Calder
The Calais Advertiser
North St., PO Box 660
Calais ME 04619
454-3561
James R. Costello
Lewiston Sun
PO Box 4400
Lewiston ME 04243
784-5411
1-800-482-0753
Publisher
Advertiser-Democrat
2 Bridge St.
PO Box 269
Norway ME 04268
743-7011
Publi sher
The Quoddy Times
123 Water St.
Eastport ME 04631 ·
853-4806
David Outerbridge
The Republican Journal
4 Main St.
Belfast ME 049 l 5
:338-3333
Publisher
Rumford Falls Times
71 Canal St.
PO Box 490
Rumford ME 04276
364-7893

contirwed on page 4

Please reconsider your decision. In a
world where hate and violence is far too
rampant, you could use your influence to
bring light and understanding.
Sincerely,
Dottie Matthews, Christina Stearns and·
Philip,' Angie, and Timmy (our three chi!,- _.
dren)

'The National AIDS Information
Clearinghouse
Now-one toll-free number for reference
assistance and to order publications:

New toll-free number

l-SOo-458-5231
FAX: 1-301-738-6616
. Call us. We're your centralized resource for information
on HIV/AIDS programs, services, and materials.
A seIVice of the U.S. Department of Health and Human SeIVices
Public Health SeIVice
•
Centers for Disease Control
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NGLTF Receives $360,000

continued from page 3
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Call For Essays

Life Slices
by Eric Gordon

Publisher
Sanford News
6 School St.
Sanford ME 04073

In August, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGL TF) received a
$360,000 bequest, the largest ever received
in its 16-yearhistory. The money w~s a gift
of the late Harry R. Rowe, M.D., a psychiatrist who resided in Long Beach, Califor- .
nia.
"Dr. Rowe had many gay pa_tients and
friends , and recognized how terribly important it is for gay people to have greater
protection under the law," said William
McLane, Executor of the Rowe estate. "He
wanted to leave his assets to an organization that was committed to social change,
one that has a proven record of accomplishment. It was on that basis that he chose
NGLTF."
"We are honored by Dr.Rowe's recognition ofNGLTF'scontributions to lesbian
and gay freedom, " said Urvashi Vaid,
NGLTF Executive Director. " NGL TF
survives almost entirely upon individual
· donations and memberships to do its vital
work of grassroots organizing, lobbying,
education and action. Proceeds from the
Rowe estate will help us to build a stronger
and even more productive Task Force."
Individuals wishing to name the Task
Force in their wills are encouraged to write
NGLTF, Deferred Giving Program , 1517
U Street, N.W., Washington DC 20009.

Publisher
The Skowhegan Reporter
150 Water St.
PO Box 340
Skowhegan ME 04976
474-9555
Janet B. Strong
Waldo-Hancock Sunday
PO Box 327
Belfast ME 04915
338-3333
1-800-322-8112
Phillip DiVece
Wiscasset Times
Box 531
Wiscasset ME 04578
882-6338
Cheryl Ferrara
York County Coast Star
PO Box 979
Kennebunk ME 04043
985-2961
Kay Forte-Martel
York Weekly
17 Woodbridge Rd.
PO Box 7
York ME 03909
363-4343

Bonjour. Est-ce que je peux vous aider?
- Will you speak English?1
Oh ... yes.
- I'm traveling from the state of Maine
to Quebec, and I'd like to know if a couple
of things are legal to bring over the border.
What are the items?
- A lobster.
One lobster?
- Yes.
No problem.
- The other thing is a book ... gay literature .
Pornographic?
- No, it's a guidebook ... restaurant and
bar listings ...
Are there any naked pictures?
- I don't think so. It 's basically a listings
book.
That should tSe okay.
- Well , than you very much .
You 're welcome.

SUPPORT THOSE THA·T SUP-PORT OS

II

Submissions are sought for a book on
lesbians responding to AIDS, focusing on
the experiences oflesbian carepartners and
tho_se who have lost close friends or family
members.
Essays should not exceed 5000 words,
will be edited for grammar, and should
focus on emotional processes (love, anger,
sadness, fear, guilt), day-to-day experiences and interactions with others close to
the PWA.
For more information or to submit a
manuscript, please write to: Book Project,
1414 17th St. NW #802, Washington D.C.
20036.

Report on Congress
Available
The Narional Gay and Lesbian Task
Force (NGL TF) announced the publication of its Federal Legislative Report, a I 0page document summarizing Congre ssional activity during the first seven months
of 1989 on issues on the national lesbian
and gay agenda. It includes House and
Senate legi slative summaries, information
on Congressional Committee reports, and
a Congressional calendar for the balance of
1989.
~
Copies of the report may be ordered by
sending $ 1.00 to NGLTF, Federal Legislative Report, 1517 U Street, N.W. , Washington D.C. 20009.

Pinecone Productions
presents m concert

CRIS WILLIAMSON & TERESA TRULL
WITH SPECIAL GUEST SUE FINK!
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1989 - 4:00 p.m.
FIRST PARISH UNITARIAN CHURCH

$15.00 in advance

425 Congress Street, Po;tland
Wheelchair Accessible
General Admission
$17.00 day of the show

Ticke ts available at Amadeus, Entre Nous & Wh ole Grocer in Portland, Macbeans
Music in Brunswick or by mail :
Please make checks pa yable to PI NECONE PRODU<;::TIONS
P,.O. Box 455, Waterboro, ME 04087. Please enclose a SASE.

(207) 772-3171
Catalog$ I. 50

Tr~'s QCAe-Me ~

BOOKSHOPU

VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT

P.O. Box 365, W1!1t·Rockport.Malne 04865

· ~~

207-594-069'

929 Congress Street
Tru Phan

Portland, ME 04102

GLAD·DAYH
LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE
673BOY1SIONSIBEET.BOSION,MA.021i6(617)267-30iO

Wlldcraft~ and organlc:mly grown Mibal remedles.Herbwalks,
slldeshows, workaho,- and Flower EaHnce ~ d o n a .

.. Deb Splde.· llelwd ...

Across From The Boston Public Library
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Coming Out on Campus - What is Gay/Lesbian Alliance Doing?
The mainstream recognition of homosex uality seems to focu s on the white male
homosex ual as the proto-typical gay person; much the same way it presents middle
class white male heads of household s as the
norm for mainstream America. Smyth ,
being the current°"out pe rson on campus."
wants to use the GLA as an instrument of
discovering gay and les bian hi story and
making that information avail able to as
many people as possible. The GLA has
newl y purchased $300 worth of cun·ent
literature on our hi story. Any inforn1 ation,
books, or other educational material s can
be donated o r loaned to the office wh ich is
located in the Powers House on the Portland campus.
Gay Awareness Week is October 2327. The key speaker will be Therese Stanton, who wi ll speak out agains t pornography , and viole nce within the community .
There w ill be a panel discuss ion abo ut S/
M; anyone who wants to ·participate can
contact the G LA office. Other topics s lated
for presentation are gay parenting; a lesbi an and a divorced father, parents of gays,
and representation from transsex uals, bi sex uals, and asex ual people . At some time
during the week, there wi ll be an open
speak-out amon g· les bians , non-lesbi an
feminists, bi sex ual s, and heterosex uals to
provide room for di scuss ion about what it
means to li ve an alternative lifesty le.

The Gay/Lesbian A lliance at USM in
Portland is in its thirteen th year. There are
going to be some changes thi s year, according to the c urrent coordinator, Smyth len
Wolfe. She is planning to bring a fe mini st
pe rspective to the gay/le sbi a n alli ance
through ed ucation and research. He r goa l
is to present a stronger image of gay people and to bring more lesbians out of the closet.
Smyth is also accepting applications for a
gay male coord inator to help keep both
s ides of the community in focu s.
The GLA needs responsible . positive
volunteers to take call s from people who
have e.x perienced anti-homosexual harassment, gather information about communityeve:nts, and participate in the All iance's
functions. Please contact Smyth len Wolfe
at the.Powers House for more information .
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" Some of my best friends are heterosex ual s."

Gay/Lesbian Alliance on USM
campus: 874-6596

Smythlen wolfe at GLA
off ice in Portland

October 23-27
Gay Awareness Week

At the end of the week, on Friday night,
there will be a dance. People from all of the
University of Maine campuses are v.,~1come to partic ipate. As of now , a DJ has n' t
been scheduled ; anyone interested shou ld
contact the GLA.

Monday, October 23
Gender panel Disc ussion
- Gender Role Politics
- Professor Gi sh
7 pm Support Rally and Speak
Outj1n the Campus Center

Tuesday, October 24
Bisexuality Discussion an Speak
.
Transsexual Discussion and
Speak Out

Out

DO YOUR BUSINESS
WITH GAY~-F RIENDLY
BUSINESSES
':Jri:n,. [.. ';t'ntm "ntd"

New toll-free number

In Boothbay Harbor...

~

the .shop that's gone beyond

~ wha1t Wizards dream ...
Four full rooms of Rainbows &Magic include:

4- J.~u

"--

• Nalllal ClysliJs & Gema
• AuSlrian Lead Crystals
• Pew191F,g1tines
• Me!aphysical Books & &.ppies
• Egypja, & ltlusual Jewelry
• l'>IZil'dS, Oraga,s, Casles

aid Fares
• Chakra Turing Ki1s
• Large TarOI Selecoa,
• 'Kaloido-Sl<ys'
• Healing & Power Waids

1fnc4antments
Mastercard · Visa - Ched(s - UPS

• Large Incense selecti<11
• Essanlial Clis
• Healing 51<1186 • sphQ'es,
pyramids, obeisks, eggs & ClJ SIQ'S
• Many cne-of-a-kind jewel Jjeces
• Uriq.Je Toys & ~
• Si.nee! Glass
• Enct,a,ted Bird H<l.lS86
• C;.idles, Tal ism en & Ritual w s
• New Age musics & videos
• SlJart Wide boa<s & tapes

16 McKown Street
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-4992

The -National
AIDS Information
C~earinghouse
Now-one toll-free.
number for reference
assistance and to order
publications:

1-800-458- 5231
FAX; 1-301-738-6616

Call us.

Vve're your centralized
resource for information
on HIV I AIDS programs,
services, and materials.
A service of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service
Centers for Disease Control
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The East Coast Lesbian·Festival
I arrived at the festival at 10:30 on
Friday morning. I had been told that it
could take 7 or more hours to get there, so
I jumped in the car at 5 a.m. 5-1/2 hours
later I drove up the dirt road to the camp
and was greeted by women on stilts waving
flags. I parked, registered, and began my
usual blundering around trying to find the
best,.:,r at least level, spot for my tent. I
wandered around watching women put up
last minute signs,.marking out the different
areas and tents, and started getting the
feeling that Labor Day Weekend in West
Stockbridge, Mass. was going to be different than ever before.
The Friday night concert included
Melanie Monsur, marvelous on keyboard;
the spontaneous but synchronized Washington Sisters; Lucie Blue Tremblay, full
and warm; Deu"e, a jazz band featuring a
sparkling trumpet and glowing tenor sax.
Rain had started after supper but was intermittent. It was an interesting sensation,
enjoying the concert, sitting in my lawn
chair wearing a rain suit, feeling the mist
grow to showers and fade back into dampness. There was a surprising nu~ber of
women in the au~ience, wrapped in plastic,
wool, or just standing stolidly, heads down,
hstening.
The interesting mix of musical styles
·continued on Saturday and·Sunday. Singers, duos, instrumentalists, and groups took
their turns in good balance. I was particularly glad to hear two violinists, who got
good response. Women 's music does not
always need words to be women's music.
j ,

Musical highlights for me were Karen Beth,
a songwriter, singer, instrumentalist from
the Catskill Mountains, and hearing Sue
Fink's great song "Leaping Lesbians."
Jane's Aire, a trio of guitar, violin, and
pennywhistle, played traditional tunes with
a modem twist, and Ova, complete with a
variety of percussion instruments, filled
the night with music.
There was a brief round robin of" newly
discovered" women, with her rice voice of
Robin Ferguson and the zippy, irreverent
style of Zoe Lewis.
In the theater we were treated to the
amazing range and vocal sensitivity of
Leslie Nuchow. She is a composer/performer/choreographer who, along with
Coleen Mcintosh, formed the Women's
Alternative Performance Fund in New York
City~ They presented a dance troupe called
the Daughters of Calysto, who danced three
pieces of powerful women's involvement,
movement, and empowerment, accompanied by original scores. This was a V.:onderful addition to the festival.
. Saturday morning dawned clear and
cold. People gradually dried out, and there
were warm days for swimming in the pool
or walking around in the freedom of nudity. Evenings and nights were cold, with
good weather for dancing, or snuggling. It
felt so good to be somewhere where I could
openly hold my darling. Even if it is supposed to be summer, I'm not going to
another Labor Day festival without long
underwear and mittens.
The Craft Mall was set up across the

field from the main stage, and was big, and
full of well made, beautiful things of great
variety. There were tee shirts, jewelry,
handmade shoes, knitted socks, and wonderful weavings. By Sunday there were at
least 20 women, myself included, wearing
little handwoven hats. There were books
and tapes, haircut and massage tents.
Gai l and I were asked to be wandering
minstrels,and enjoyed playing in the craft
area and strolling up to registration to greet
folks.. A few women asked to get together
and jam, and we had campground sets with
guitars, fiddle , even a clarinet. By Monday
morning we had a session with banjo, guitars, fidd le, pennywhistle, and tambourine.
We learned songs and tunes from each
other. It started with three women plunked
down in the field by the crafts, and the
others came drifting over. I would like to
encourage other women to bring their instruments to these festivals and take them
out and play. I felt very close to these
women by sharing our music spontaneously. So much offestival-going.is passive
- list1ening, buying. We can be more active.
It 's most just a "famous musicians" festival. It belongs to us all.
There were a few discordant issues.
The terrain of the camp was quite hilly.
There were differently labeled lesbians
pick,eting in the road to the registration
area . I don't know if they were boycotting
because of the danger, or if they were
denied tickets. Rumors flew both ways.
Communications between these women
and the festival coordinators did begin.

Also, some separatists, who had their
own campground and workshops, discovered that a woman had brought her infant
son. Angry posters ap peared in this
woman's cabin, and she was upset and
frightened. This brought up the question of
how to create a safe, trusting environment
at these festiva ls.
There were announcements of three
items that had been " borrowed." It was
suggested that they be retum~d with no
questions asked.
Should we expect to find a microcosm
of the outer world at these events? Do we
need security with more authority than
walkie-talkies? I feel that we c:an create
safe space, but only if each woman looks
into her heart and leaves her anger issues
from the pas out of her behavior at special
gatherings. A weekend with women can
provide a time to experience the full range
of emotions, but it is vitally important to
recognize what feelings and actions we
bring with us, and what really comes from
interacting with the other women. How can
we bend life out in our communities, countries, and the world toward trust and safety
if we can't do it in a weekend community?
I would like to see workshops on this topic.
We need to ventilate our pain and anger,but
in appropriate ways.
The coordinators hope to find a more
accessible s ite for next year, and hold the
Second Annual East Coast Lesbians' Festival around the 4th of July.
Elaine ·Malkin
Waterville, Maine
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The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth
provides counseling and information for individuals interested in HIV antibody testing.

Services are provided:
• on a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30
• by appointment Tuesday afternoons
. • Peer counselors available
Our courrseling and testing services are clientsensitive and ANONYMOUS. $15 fee.
(please pay in cash to preserve your anonymity).

Chip & Dale's
Pine Tree
Square
Main Street
Waterville,
Maine
207-873-5610

Directions:

Open :

95 to Exit '.14 . across
from Elm Plaza in
the Pine Tree Square
Shopping Center
(formerly Uptown

Wed. Thurs.
and Sun: 8 -12;
Fri. Sat: 8-1.

Lounge)

·

559 Portsmouth Ave.
Greenland, NH
(603) 436-7588
We also provide:
• Well woman gynecological care
• abortion services
• sexually transmitted disease clinics for
women & men.

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE: THU, FRI, SAT, SUN ·
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Ask Alix

The AIDS Project is only a phone call away

Ask Ali x is a new advice col umn addressing the common issues in our community. Please submit any questions to: Alix
at Our Paper, PO Box I 0744, Portland ME
04104.
ITearAITx:
What happens to people who have
AIDS, or are HIV+ and don't have insurance or aren't covered under insurance? _
How do they get medical help?How do
they get taken care of when they are unable
to do their grocery shopping, laundry, etc.?
Signed, concerned.
Dear Concerned:
I called The AIDS Project and spoke to
Diane Elze, who is available to talk to
people with AIDS needing information
about which Medicaid and Social Security
assistance programs are available. Toby
Simon is also av ailable to answer questions
regarding the federal and state regulations .
as they apply to each person. Each case is different, so people are encouraged to call
The AIDS Project at 774-6877.
Insurance companies-can refuse to pay
medical costs on the basis that HIV+ may
be a pre-existing condition, _a nd more
companies are trying to word the policy so
as to get around paying the medical costs of
PW As. The state of Maine has a law in
effect that protects PW As and people with
HIV+ by stating that the physician involved in the diagnosis cannot reveal information about HIV+ or AIDS test results
without·explicit written permission of the
patient,. The usual release of medical records which is required of new insurance

recipients is not explic it written permission. The patient must sign a release form
which stares HIV+ specifically in order f ..:>r
the insurance company to receive the records.
Cost of health care is staggering: AZT
treatment costs $800 monthly in the state
of Maine, not including biweekly blood
testing and physical exams for side effects
of' the treatment which can cost $300 to
$400 monthly. If the person is very ill ,
hospitalization can cost $20,000 yearly.
There are different organizations whic h
can help provide home health care, and
weekly services such as grocery shopping,
and helping people get out of the home .
MASS is a program publicized through
Our Paper, as well as Home Health Care,
and Holy Innocents Service. These programs are overloaded with clients, and the
federal budget has, of course, receritly cut
funding for these programs.
People who cannot work, cannot receive disability or insurance reimbursement are forced to try to pay for the medical
costs themselves unless they qualify for
state or federal assistance programs such
as food stamps, city housing assistance,
Maine Medical Center's uncovered costs
program; the same underfunded social
welfare programs everyone else whc can't
work is forced to rely upon. Recent cuts in
federal funding for unemployed or unable
to work citizens are making it very difficult
for PW As to get these services.Thus; there
is some action towards convincing Uncle
Sam to take into consideration the special
needs of people living with AIDS.
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UMaine Alumni Group
is Bmrn
The University of Maine's gay and
lesbian al umni group, UMaineGALA , will
hold its first event on Saturday, October 7,
1989.
UMaiine GALA ' s First Annual Homecoming Reception will be held at Holiday
Inn (Main Street), Bangor, from 5:30-8
p.m.
For more information, contact UMaine
GALA , PO Box 536, Orono ME 04473.
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129 SPRING STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1374
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GREAT.EXspecTATIONS! .
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy° for typesetting, specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.
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WOODFORDS

The AIDS Project seeks fulltime exec uti ve director. Applicants
should have administrative experience with non-profit agency. Duties include budget and fiscal management, personnel supervision, resource development and planning_
and program administration.
Master's level or equivalent
experience in health administration.
Salary commensurate with experi. ence and qualifications. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Send resume , salary expectation and cover letter stating experience and interest by October 15, I 989.
The Search Committee
The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square
Portland, ME 04101
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llRGENT
F:UNDING
~tEQUEST
The Maine Health Foundation Inc. must
hove immediate funds to maintain the PWA
financial assistance fund.
The need is greater than available funds.
Please, send a check today.
Thank You
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Ncime
Adldress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Amour:-it Enclosed $
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A New Valedictori~
by Carl Morse
Fellow classmates, ladies and gentlemen: thank you for inviting me to our 35th
class reunion. None of you has heard from
me in 35 years. But you will see that I have
not forgotten you.
·
; ctn June 6, 1952, the night we graduated from · Skowhegan High School in
Maine, I was your valedictorian. Had it
been possible, you and our assembled parents, friends, and neighbors would have
heard a valedictory address very different
from what you got.
But I was gay, and.gay people had to lie
to survive. They still do. Harry !-lay, a
fou nder of the modem gay movement, said
in 1950: "Let us resolve that no youngperson among us need ever take hi s first
step out into the dark alone and afraid
again."
As a child in Maine, I did walk out into
the dark alone, from that September day in
1938 when I took the big, yellow bus to the
kindergarten school on Mechanic Street,
and was instantly identified as a sissy, until
the night of our graduation in 1952.
And from first grade on, I was tormented by a gang of you every day of my
life as I cried desperately to get safely back
and forth to school. I knew every backyard
and gully and building and ditch and wall
and bush worth hiding behind or under.
And every day when the last bell rang, I
ran . and even when I got away, I would
dream that night that I hadn 't.
Remember beads and clay with Miss
Day, who was deaf but we didn 't know it?
Remember Miss Marston who rut her hand
on top of ours to help us make our names?
We did homerooms together, Valentine
boxes together, assembl ies and tests and
detentions together, and even dances and
dates together.

-

You knew me as "the Professor," the
kid who always knew all the answers, and
who was full of the dickens and teased all
the time, and who also loved Sock Hops
and Ella and Satchmo, and who danced
with the girls that didn ' t get asked, and
turned cartwheels and flips at football
games.
Remember the night Coach Doughty
finally put me in a game, and I made two
quick baskets and the whole town cheered
my name: "Em-Oh-Ahr-Ess-Ee-rah, rah,
rah."
What you didn ' t know was that from
eighth grade on, I was in love with
Montgomery Clift, and that I made him
come into my ro9m and kiss me at night,
and let me kiss him back. And that I clipped
pictures of hairy athletes out of the Morning Sentinel and big, friendly musclemen

For of course I dated, partly to fool you,
and partly because I liked to. For even as
kids, gay men and straight women - if the
girls I dated were straight - are often good
alli1es. ·
You know who they are. You even joke
about them, sometimes but not always out
of earshot.
No, I haven't forgotten you. In fact, I
think of you more than you ever dreamed.
Like I thought of you a few years ago
when Charley Howard was thrown off a
bridge by a gang of kids and drowned in
Bangor,Maine. Everyone acted so sur.prised. Such nice kids. Such good families.
No diffrrent from anybody else. That 's
right. Like you, in fact.
So I thought of you recently when
Madison High · School, 10 miles away,
cancelled Tolerance Day, rather than let a
lesbian speak.

"We did homerooms together, Valentine boxes together, assemblies and tests and detentions together,
and even dances and dates togE~ther."
out of the physique magazines l bought m
fear and trembling at State News and then
raced home, almost fainting with lust, to
masturbate to. And that behind all the
straight A's and clowning was terror. Of
you.
Being funny and smart helped me keep
you at bay. If being myself was not possible, staying alive was. And to stay alive,
I lied to you with every cell of my mind and
body every minute and day and month and
year of our entire lives for 13 years.
And l _got out.
Other gay kids don't. They get drunk
and crack up a car. Or just quietly disappear. And some stay. They fix your lawnmowers. They sell you shoes and insurance. They pour you_r coffee. They give
you flu shots. they come to yo ur lawn sale.

And I thought of you when the Maine
Supreme Court ruled that that was perfectly legal.
. And I thought of yo u last year when the
Gannett Publisl]ing ~mpire ordered its
plams· not to print Maine 's only paper by
and for gay people. And the courts upheld
thalt, too.
And I thought of you in Bath when no
one on Main Street heard or saw the shotgun blast in the side of Andy's van.
And I thought of you in Sullivan when
Glenn and Owen 's mobile home was stoned
by carloads of louts two nights in a row,
until the jars fell off the shelves, and not
one cop in the state would take the call.
And I thought of you in Lincolnville
when we found "DYKES" sprayed across
the side of the barn.

And I thought of you in Portland when
the doctors gave Chuck shock until we
went and got him out.
And I thought of you in Augusta when
a gas grenade was thrown inside a bar, and
some of us got hurt.
And I thought of you in Camden when
JoAnn 's Trixie came crawling in across the
linoleum, her hindlegs paralyzed from the
poisoned meat.
And I thought of you when I first invited gay people to my house in Maine, and
some of them parked over halfa mile away,
and one man walked in trembling like a
leaf.
And I thought of you when seven years
ago July , my neighbors drove into my yard
with guns and helped me decided that I
really didn ' t want to live there anymore.
And I think of you whenever I see the
report of the suicide of a girl or boy in
Maine. And I wonder, as all gay men and
lesbians al ways wonder whenever they see
such reports, if it was yet another gay kid
who just couldn ' t bear it anymore.
And I wonder if you knew that kid. Or
if it was your kid.
I lived in Maine again from 1977 through
1980, recovering from what some people
call success, and loving every inch and
blade of my IO acres of ledge and spruce,
and cutting wood and trying to pay the bill s
by building up a second-hand dignified
junk busi ness. That is, up to the day my
neighbor~ came to " visit. "
And when I got to Maine, somebody
told me about a gay dance bar just outside
of Augusta. Flo's. So one night, finally , at
the age of 43, I found myself standi ng in a
gay bar in the state of Maine, just 30 miles
from where I was born.
And there all of you were, or at least
there were all of your faces surrounding
me, or so it seemed. But of course, these
had to be your children, or your nieces and
nephews maybe.

We're proud of OUR PAPER,
inspired by OUR
· Jµ.d ith tippa, MSW

Uc.

Clini~al Social Worker

Counseling
&
Psy_chotherapy
•
•
•
•

Individuals
Couples
Families
Groups

Suite 423
142 High Street
~ortland, ME 04101

(207) 773-1235
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!n :for .the Cla.ss of.1952
For here were the very smiles and v01ces
and gestures and winks and wa lks and hair
and hips and jobes and accents and expres- ·
sions I had watched and absorbed and
memorized forever for all of the years of
our growing up together. And had longed
to share and couldn ' t.
And suddenly it was as if you had all
turned outto be gay! There was a Linwood,
an Elizabeth, a Barney, a Rachel , an Al, a
Vivian , a Donald, a Stan.
And there you all were, and I stood
there watching you smoking and drinking
and laughing and dancing, and just stood
there bawling my eyes out and fee ling I had
finall y and safely come home.
For these people who looked like you
and acted like you and laughed and talked
and touched like you were like me.' And I
could love them for the first time in my li fe .
Of course, none of them turned outto be
you.
Still , some of you actually were, and
are, gay. According to statistics, one out of
I 0, which would make about nine of us.
And of course one out of 10 of yo ur kids is
gay.
And yo u knpw which ones they are.
You always pretend not to, but you do. You
probably love little Jason and Sall y and
Joseph and Lou Ann anyway, and tell
yourself it' s just a phase they ' re goigg
thro ugh. But it isn 't a phase, and you know
it.
And what happened to me, and what
happened to Andy and Glenn and Owen
and Chuck and Jo/,nn , and to every gay
woman and man in this state, is going to
happen to them.

They will be laughed at and threatened
and humiliated and beaten and spat on and
burned out and thrown out and fired and
killed. And they will live in fear almost
every second of their lives.
lnde~d. and here is the valedictorian
part, I want each of you to promise me that
when you go home tonight, you will pick
out that one of your children or grandchildren who is most likely to be gay and start
planning how to kill them and put them out
of their misery.

out when the beer bottle hits the front porch
and the queer joke hits the front office and
the pit vipers hi ss in their pulpits. And
maybe you'll help get the laws changed
and the fear changed and the meanness
changed and the lying changed and the
silence changed, and simply add to that
tiny total of compassion and mutuality in
this world.
Or maybe you won 't.
Until recently, Little Carl didn ' t go
anywhere. Because for years and years, I
hated Little Carl and all of his funny
thoughts and feelings, just as I was taught
to do, until he was erazy with grief.

And now he goes everywhere with me,
though sometimes I go too fast and have to
s_top and wait for him to catch up, because
he knows he ' II be safe wherever I take him.
Even here.
And he went away and hid in a deep,
- · dark place where no one would ever find
him.
And after he had cried so long and so
hard and so much that he just didn't care
anymore, he turned his face to the wall and
lay there as if he were dead.

I'

"I thought of you in Bath _
when no one on Main Street
heard or saw the shotgun blast in the side of Andy's van."
So let's not let that happen.
Let ' s do something about it. Let 's
change it. Why not spare them and you and
society all th is pretending and pain?
Why wait fo r them to suffer? Work
with yo ur churches and local police. Your
elected officials will meet you more than
, halfway. And if you don' t have a gay kid
handy, then help out a neighbor or a fri end.
But if that does n' t sit right, then maybe
yo u ' II try something else. Something really hard, and scary. Maybe you' ll try to
get to know a lesbian or a gay man . Maybe
yo u ' II tell your own gay sisters and brothers that yo u love them . Maybe you ' II even
defy yo ur neighbors who tell you to throw
out yo ur own kids , and invite them to go to
hell. Maybe you ' ll be frie nd enough and
parent enough and person enough to speak

And it to? k me almost as many years to
fi nd Little Carl again , and to persuade him
to please turn around and look at me and
believe that I loved him and would never,
ever let him go away again .
And fi nally, one day, he appeared at the
door, and slowly came into the room and
climbed into my lap.

(Thi s " Valediction" is the final speech
from Impolite to My Butchers, a Revenge
Oratorio presented by Carl Morse at la
Mama l a Galleria in New York., Poet,
editor and activist, Morse is al so the author
of The Curse of the Future Fairy, and
editor, with Joan Larkin , of the anthology
Gay and l esbian Poetry in Our Time,
published by St. Martin's in the fall of
1988.)

"Maybe you'll even defy YC?Ur neighbors who.tell you to
throw out your own kids, and invite them to go to hell."

"You probably love little Jason & Sally &Joseph & Lou
Ann anyway, and tell yourself it's just a phrase they're
going through. "

READERS,
and indebted to OUR ADVERTISERS
the square cafe

--

Next to Railroad Square Cinema,
and behind Burger King.
Monday-Thursday 10 to 10
Friday & Saturday 10 to 11

"DECENT BURRITOS"

............••.................•...••.•..........•.......••
13 Railroad SquJlre, Waterville

FREDERICK B. Wou-·. M. Div .. S.T.D.
PASTORAL COUN SELLOR

4 77 CONGRESS STREET
SUITE 1003
PORTLAND, MAINE 04401

(207) 772-1307
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PORTLAND
WILL
NEVER
BETHE
SAME!
Thanks to the Underground!

thcp t, ~ales of LJa±e_rudle_ /me.
--pfese:nts

.

ANJ[GHT
ATLBiCAGE

m1UW//J ,_, oclo~i 8
9:30/
The year is 1980. Johann.a Wilder and
her partner, Ruth Wilson, have a
stnall priv.1te investig:uing business in
Portland. Maine. They m.r.y not get
rich in their work tracking d o wn
errant husbands, missing n ieces, and
runaway teen.-gen., but at least it'\ a
living. And for Johanm1. it's a w~y to
escape her past.
A simple job. Uken on .is a favor to
a new friend, plunges Jo han11.1 into
the very life !ihe h.a!i been trying !iO
h.ard to forget : .a life that is peopled
with R.ussian emigres and dissident1.-

4.(}(}cover ·

in which dece!t. betray;il, and death

.an! never far aw;;iy.
Shadowd;;mce weaves an ir,tricate
plot that moves from the ter.ror1. of .a
Russian prison ump to the glamor of
the New York City ballet w o rld ; from
the secret meetings of a group o f
~dical femini s ts. to the visions and
tde.als of a tormented woman poet

SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY
MISS GAV BOSTON 89-90

who seeks to create a new society.
And through it a ll moves Johal'lna
Wilder. Her p.ast hu prepared h e r to
face death .. . has it also t.aught he r
how co accept love!

Avii/ab/e at:.

bool_Qand•" { • ,

I

Complete Gay/Lesbian Studies Section at
the following BOOKLANDS:

11.. .' . ..

NORnlGATE
91 Auburn St.
N--,cC,,.
Portlmd. ME OIIOJ

7Jl7-9'm

DOWNTOWN
Mtu.cREEK
102 MM~ 51.Yi,ws Aau Milk:retk Shoppi,c Ctr.
PatJond. ME 04101
Scuh Patlond, ME 04106
'1'T.MOtS
799-2659

SOUTH PORTLAND

Mall Plaza
Scuh PortI.old, ME 04106
T1J-4238

DOORS OPEN AT Bpm
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES
UNTIL 9:00

0 u

Legal Protection Important

When someone becomes incapacitated,
their state 's probate court will follow a
prescribed system to determine who should
be appointed guardian. When someone dies
without a will, the courts must di stribute
their property according to laws which
recognize on Iy relatives, not lovers or partners.
If you want someone other than your
legal " next of kin" to make decisions abo ut
your care and finances or to receive yo ur
prQperty and/or remains , you must instruct
the state through legal documents such ·as.
Power of Attorney and a will.

Power of Attorney:
Allows you to designate someone to
manage your personal finances and/or'your
business affairs. A Poweruf Attorney may
also be used to allow you to designate a
person to make medical decisions on your
behalf, and to nominate the person you
would want the couri to appoint as your
guardian should you become incompetent.
Because a Power of Attorney is only valid
while you are competent, most states have
enacted the Durable Power of Attorney
Act which permits a Power of Attorney to
either become effective upon disability or
remain effective despite your disability.
Where available, a Durable Power of Attorney should be used to provide the most
_protection.
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SUPPORT THOSE THAT
SUPPORT US

All singing
All dancing
All concerned

'89

An Evening of
Performances to Benefit
The AIDS Project
8:00 P.M. October 14th, 1989
Portland City Hal) auditorium
All seats $15.00

Joint Tenancy:

With all proceeds to
The AIDS Project-Portland

Real estate, bank accounts, cars, etc.may
be held as "joint tenants." Upon death ,
property passes directly to the ~urviving
partner without going through probate
court.

Contact: The AIDS Project
We accept Visa & Mastercard.
(207) 77 4-6877

Will:
Directs the distribution of property to
the individuals and organi zations you
choose, names executor you choose to carry
out your instructions. Lesbians and gay
men with minor children should be sure to
consult an attorney about how they can
nominate the guardian they would choose
for their children.

Ticket Locations:
Amadeus Music
Plains Gallery
Magic Garden
Portland Wine &Cheese
Blackston es

Burial Instructions:
I

Can be included in will, however, because burial is often completed before a
will is located a separate letter of instructions is recommended.
This information is very basic because
laws vary from state to state. You should
consult an attorney for advice and assistance about your personal needs. GLAD
publi shes the National Attorneys' Directory for Lesbian and Gay Rights and can
make referrals if you need an attorney.
This information is provided by GLAD
(Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders),
POB 218, Boston MA.

,t.

Mac Beans Music
Sam the Florist

WCLZ FM99

BOOKLAND Auburn
Biddeford/ Saco
Maine Mall
Millcreek
WEEKLY
Wells

CascoBav

, 'n Save

11111 SUPERMARKETS
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Sheppard B. Kominars on "Accepting Ourselves"

The '

'TweiYe.Srep

You're Invited to
HRCF Dinner

by Anastas ia Bowers
• i

.When Shepphard Kominars came to
Maine with his book, "Accepting Ourselves," his goal was to provide a safety
line for the scattered and isolated gay men
ancl lesbians in the rural Maine Community : He wanted to address two needs within
the community: the isolation of living in a
rural :state, and the isolation of being addicted t" !!lcohol. and other substances. Hi s
book is the first Twelve-Steg book fo r
lesbians and gay men. It is a wonderful
tool, very well-written , very clear, and
very much needed for the lesbian and gay
community.

Sheppard was struck by how removed
people are from a large, cent rall y gay
comn\unity. Shepphard and his partner
Marv came to Machias to present a
booksigning, and were here for the Port. land Gay Alcoholics Anonymous Roundup.
He spoke at the roundup about what it
means to be gay and addicted; to battle
homophobia within Alcoholics Anonymous as well as alcoholism and addiction.
His book is available at Waldenbooks
as "a lifeline for every gay person trapped
by addiction. " It is also available at Little
Professor bookstores in Topsham ; and The
Ferris Wheel Emporium in Machias .

T he New England Committee of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF)
will host its eighth annual dinner on Friday.
October 20, 1989 at Boston's Park Plaza
Hotel.
The evening will inc lude cocktails,
dinner, dancing, and a Keynote Address by
former U.S. Senator Lowell Weicker.
Tickets range from $ 150 to $250. For
an invit1ation, write to New England Commi ttee, Human Rig hts Campaign Fund, PO
Box 2 18, Boston MA 02 1 12 .

Gayitt~n

mra
Lesl>ia~i
{

.:

Maine N.O. W.' to include Lesbian Issues
Come join us at

PAPA JOE'S
207-623-404 l

The M aine National Organ ization for
W omen (N9W ) is pl anning its an nual
conference at the Atrium in Brunsw ick on
October 2 1. The confere nce is centered on
the theme of deepeni ng connections with
other groups in Maine commi tted to soc ial
justice and equality.

The conference wi ll include works hops
on the fo llow ing topics: strateg ies fo r the
pro-choice moveme nt , lesbian ri ghts, racism and affirmative acti_on, child care and
older wome n' s issues.
For more info rmation, call (207) 865 4489 or wri te to Brunswick NOW, PO Box
133, Brun swick ME 040 1 I.

775-6598

F a milies

roOct
al C o ho!
ab

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D .
Licensed Substance Ab use Counselor

U se
S ex ua lity

Back Cove Co unse ling Ce nte r
527 Ocean Ave nue
Portl and. Maine 04 103

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

We have no strangers. .
only friends
you haven 't met

T UESDAY-SATURDAY: 7-1
12 ·

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING .
Voluntary- Anonymous - Low Cost

The AIDS Project offers'frained counselors to answer your questions
and address your:concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus {HIV) . T~ schedule a counseling session call:
n4-68n daily between 9-12; 1J5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme_nt only.
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Mllk.ing Gay Music.
Accomplished, gay male singer, new to
Portland, wishes to form "Gay" music
group. Into Peter Allen, Kenny Rankin,
Stevie Wonder, Carole Bayer Sager, Michael Callen, etc.
Looking for other interested gay musicians wishing to put their musical talents
on the gay map. Pianist, bass guitar, etc.
Call Tim at (207) 774-2142, leave a message.
A FEW GOOD MEN. That" s what
I'm looking for! Good men willing to make
a commitment of service to God and neighbor, willing to start anew in the sharing and
growing of community life, lived in obedience to the Holy rule . If you have a vocation to the religious life, but thought you
would be excluded because of your specialness, write today for more information
to: Rev. Fr. Abbot, RR I, Box 680, N.
Whitefield, ME 04353.
GWM, 36, looki1Jg for monogamous,
longterm relationship. 5' I0, 185 lbs. Average looks, above-av_erage i:ttelligence with
exceptional ability to care. Many indoor/
outdoor interests. I'm yo uthful. healthy,
but tend to gain and lose 20 pounds-: Sensitive , tough, fun, caring, and di sillusioned
with the se lfi sh attitudes of many gay men
I've known. I'd like to meet someone who' s
w_iHing to share the good and not so good
things with. That' s someth ing about me .
Yo:.i be: healthy, dean-cut, fun, strong,
ind~pendent, sincere , and '"your own perso~." Don't be afraid to reply! You must be
out there ..Any serious responses answered
promptly. I live between Portland/Lewiston areas. Thanks. ( I-Oct) Write to Advertiser 123, Our Paper, POB I 0744, Portland
ME 04104.
G WM. 155 lbs. 6' I". Brown hair: eyes.
Moustache. Lean and trim.
New to Maine from San Francisco north
bay. Looking for friends and fellow ship
with other gay men/women. I' m safe, sane
and healthy. Are you in the greater Bangor
area? I'm in Dexter. Drop me a note, perhaps we can get together over a coffee or
cocktail. (I-Oct) . Write to Advertiser 1.25 ,
OurPaper,POB 10744Portland ME04104.
To Advertiser 116, please send Our
Paper your correct address. We have letters for you, but have had them returned.
Thank you. Our Paper.
Are you in the market for a condo?
Let's start a gay/lesbian condominium village in South Portland. Two-bedroom unit
for sale, $87,500. Call 871-1014.
Portland Area Gay White
Male, young 50's, seeks mature,
dominant Black, Asian or other gay
inales - No drugs. no alcoholics.
Am quiet, shy discreet. Seek honest, discreet, sincere buddy with time
for good friend who cares. Write
advertiser#l27, OUR PAPER, PO
Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.
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GWF, 38. professional, seeks GF for
friendship, fun and companionship on my
days off. Age is not important and distance
is not a problem. I enjoy films, concerts.
dining out, and outdoor activities. Prefer
non-smoking companions. All replies will
be answered: Write to Advertiser 91. Our .
Paper. POB 10744. Portland ME 04104.

GWM, 31 . 6 ' I". 160 lbs. Honest, sincere, straight _acting, good-looking, not
promiscuous, down \to earth, nonsmoker,
spontaneous. My interests: nature, the
outdoors. exploring the coast, gardening,
hiking, travel, photography, fellowship first.
Write to Adve_rtiser 122, Our Paper. POB
10744, Portland ME 04104 (I-Oct).

WM. 42 , masculine, good looks. 6-0,
170. wishes to meet masc, fem or TV men
for fun and exploration. Ple~se be willing
to help me sensitively explore my issues of
sexual identity. Tell me what you like.
Write to Box 10221, Portland ME 04104.

SYMBOLIC WEDDINGS for Gays and
Lesbians performed by traveling no-denominational minister. Confidential. Respond to Ms. Evelyn, Box 1022, Waldoboro ME 04572 or call 832-6271. ·

REWARD: GW Natureboy , 5'8, 130
lbs. , 27, vegetarian, Deadhead into skiing,
hiking, kayaking, sunsets , dancing. Seeks
compatible, physically fit, versatile, nontobacco . user (22-36) Central _Maine for
companionship , cuddling and possible
relationship. Write to Advertiser. I I 8, Our
Paper, POB I0744 Portland ME 04104 ( 10ct).
WGM. 22, college-educated. funny,
attractive, new ly "aware-" of his sex uality,
seeks friend ship, possibly relationship, with
a more "knowledgeable" guy of similar
age. I have no real experience in this sort of
thing and I really want to talk , and get to
know myself, and another (hopefu lly) better. I'm very "straight" in appearance and
manners , and I'm looking for the same. I
enjoy everything from tennis and volleyball, to drinking and dancing , to art and
theater. If yo u can help, please respond and
write a lot. Write 'to Advertiser 12 1, Our
Paper, POB I 0744 Portland ME 04 l 04 ( I Oct) .
Interested in country living? GM , 32,
seeks roommate to share quaint home in
West Buxton, _located 25 mi nutes from
Portland. This completely furnis hed home
offers garden area, private drive , garage
and spectac ular fall foliage. All this for
only $275/mo. and 1/2 utiliti es. Available
anytime after October 15 . Call me at 9295834.
Young gay male soughuo round out
gay male marriage. I'm 48, he 's 34: We've
been together 6 years. Thi s chen:i-free indi,
vidual should be an animal lover and be
agreeable to be a part ofour family. (I-Oct)
.WFite to Advertiser 124, Our Paper, POB
10744 Portland ME 04104.

Loving, "down to earth"
woman looking for same in the
Western Mountains of Maine. Nonsmoker preferred. Must have patience, be stable, love animals and
expioring. WritetoAdvertiser#l26,
Our ~aper, PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 0410 I

GM, 40s, seeks rural living space with
other(s) who have a house to share . Occupant, POB 8 .I 21 , 125 Forest Ave. , Portland
ME 04104 ( I-Oct).
My Ideal
You are an outdoorsman. Like to camp
out, build fires, swim naked, make .love.
sleep close. You are younger (24-39), loving. needing older. You are virile, Greek •
active only. You afe experienced, like lots
of it, are good at it, can't get enough of it.
You.dream of being two men together in a
love that is a household and a best friendship. You are a non-smoker (dope is o.k.)
and yo u are real , not a phony. No games.
No mindfucks. You know who you are,
what you want, who you need , what you
have to give and what you want back.
Maybe y.o u are a loner or shy , but yo u are
intense in yo ur fee lings and lusty in yo ur
desires. "You need it all the time. Need to
lead. To be on top. Need to be inside. Need
a man to yie ld t() you.
I am all man. Tall. Goodlooking. Hairy.
Healthy. Fit. Free. Experienced in love. I
am yo ur other half. I am free and willing to
relocate; to come to yo u.
If yo u really have the courage to go for
it. to stand up and say I want it and if yo u
trul y know yo u have to give someone in
return , well , take a hsot. Write at length.
Send a photo. I am real. I am lusty. I am
needing and searching for you too!
Please respond to Advertiser #81 , c/o
Our Paper, POB 10744, Portland MEq4104.
FREE REMDA TE LISTING Hot
Steamy Love Now .and Forever. Call Ron ,
207-439-4680.

GM, 35 , quiet but alive. Honest, de.pendable, non-smoker. Seeks roommates .
Affordable Portland area apt/home. Your
place - look together. Sept-Oct. O .A. A.A.
Welcome! POB 8021, Portland ME 04104.,_

Lesbian _couple looking for isolated
country setting, 2-BR house. Year-round
rental. Commutable distance to Portland.
Beginning Oct. '89. $600 tops. Have cats.
Will consider work exchange. Contact
Alicia at 439-2710. Lve. message. ( I-Oct).
Sophisticated articulate c'ountry boy ,
33, with no interest in tobacco, alcohol,
drugs or religion seeks similarly unencumbere d friend with whom to spend some
time. I enjoy reading, movies, canoeing,
conversation, music, trees, theatre, and the
company of good friends. My romantic .
interest tends strongly toward younger guys
who are kind and honest like me. Please
write Tim Brown, Box 1277, Conway NH
o:rn 18 (I-Oct).
GWM, 30 years·old, dark hair and eyes,
neat mustac he. Want to meet gay men in
Bangor or Ellsworth area. Will answer all
( I-Oct). Write to Advertiser 122, Our Paper,
POB 10744 Portland ME 04104.
GF, professional , seeks another GF to
share large, sunny apt. (2 floors) , quiet
neighborhood near Deering High. $325 w/
heat. Non-smoker please. Write Steph, 33
Florence St., Portland ME 04062 ( I-Oct.)
Housemate sought by GF to share spacious, 2 bedroom West End apt. ($275 .00+ ).
Are you a non-smoking veggie who might
be thrilled by a claw foot tub. elk , hue
bedroom , storage space ...? 761-2599.
Please keep trying. ( I-Oct)
Jane Rosenblum, RN, BSN, counseling
women on relationship issues, women
who love too much, childhood abuse, inces t, rape and sexual assault . Individual,
couples ahd family counseling.
(207) 443-3405.

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words , 10¢ sign for each additional word.
For personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sex ually explicit language in your personals. Responses to
personals wit.I not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you twice monthly.

House to share with PW A York Harbor, ME
Secluded - near beaches - convenient to Portsmouth, Ogunquit and
UNH - NO SMOKING - Private
room and bath with full house privileges - $300/mo. + 1/2 utilities and
private phone. Jim 207-363- .
4356.(2-0ct)

883-6934 24-HOUR INFORMATION ON
'
EVENTS, GROUP MEETINGS, AND PERSONALS FOR GAY MEN AND LESBIANS
IN SOUTHWESTERN MAINE. ALL LISTINGS ARE FREE.
13
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Friday October 6 to Monday
October 9
Bus with us to Washington,
DC for the final viewing of the
Names Project Quilt in its entirety•
Roundtrip fare.- $55
For last minute details call
Ralph at (207) 774-4785 or (207)

774-2198.

Friday, October 6
Final display of the entire NAMES
Project Memorial Quilt in Washington DC
.Saturday, October 7
UMaine GALA (Alumni Association) reception, Holiday Inn, Main Street,
Bangor. 5:30 - 8:00 p.m. Call Michael at
77 4-07-12 for more information.
Sunday, October 8
Chris Williamson and Teresa Trull
with special guest Sue Fink. Held at First
Parish Unitarian Church, 425 Congress
St., Portlandi Concert starts at 4:00 p.m.

p

Saturday, October 21
Turning Tides: Fe~inist Allianes for
Social Change. Maine National Organization for Women state conference, Satur- .
day, October 21, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at
the Atrium, Cook's Comer, Brunswick.
Keynote speaker on coalition-building:
Ginny Montes. Workshops. Free child care,
handicapped accessible, sign language
interpretation. $10 Conference (sliding
scale), $10 lunch. Pre-registration - 8654489 or NOW, POB 133 Brunswick ME
04011. Members of other groups working
for social Ghange especially encouraged to
attend.
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Wednesday, October 25
4 pm - Lesbian Moms on CoParenting
7 pm - Gay Dad on Custody
Issues
Monday, October 9
Meeting of GLA at 5:30
People interested about the
gender role panel discussion
Thursday, October 26
R.A.G.E. Discussion
4 pm Therese Stanton from New
York ~ill speak about pornography
Friday, October 27

DANCEFriday October 27
The Bridge, Colby College's
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Community will be holding a Fall Dance
from 8:00 PM to Midnight in the
Student Center at Colby in Waterville. The dance will be Chem-free
and donations of $2.00 will be ac, cepted. For more information call
873-1989. All are Welcome.

Chip & Dales presents A Night of La
Cage on Sunday, October 8 at 9:30 p.m.
doors open at 8:00 p.m. $4.00 cover
charge. Special drink prices until 9 p.m.
Special prizes to be given away.
WOMLAND monthly meeting on
newly acquired land in Albion, I :30 p.m.
Meeting is open to ·all women. A series of
hands-on, from the ground up workshops
is also planned on this land during the
month of October. SASE to WOMLAND,
POB 55, Troy ME04987 orcaU 924-5172
or 445-2863 for directions/information.

·
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Saturday, October 14
Full moon gathering with potluck arid
energy healing circle at Gathering Ground
in Dexter. Womn-only and chemical free,
6 p.m. SASE to Chris of Coventree, Troy
ME 04987 for directions.
Saturday, October 14
"All Singing, All Dancing. All Conce~ed '89" Join the largest cast of professional and community performers ever
assembled to raise money for the AIDS
Project. Performances at Portland City Hall
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. All seats are
$15.00. Call the AIDS Project, 774-6877
ext. 77 for further information.

Friday October 27
The Lesbian and Gay Studies
Center at Yale will hold its third
annual conference, "Outside/Inside," at the Yale Law School on
October 27-29, 1989. Prominent
scholars, artists, and activists will
gather to present papers and lectures,
participate in panel discussions, and
conduct workshops.
Registration will be held from
5:00 to 7:00 p.m. on Friday, October
27, in Yale's Whitney Humanities
Center, 53 Wall Street. An opening
session arid.cocktail reception will
also be held Friday night. Registration will continue on Saturday and
Sunday at the Law School. The $20
registration fee will be waived only
in cases of financial need.
If you need additional information about the Lesbian and Gay
Studies Center at Yale or wish more
details about conference activities,
you ·can contact Steven Pierce at
(203) 772-1742.

Queer Bash
to benefit GLA
time and place to be announced
look for posters
Gay/Lesbian Alliance
Powers House
88 Winslow Street
Portland, Me 04101

Friday November 3
Redwing Productions presents
The Washington Sisters and Deidre
McCalla in a benefit concert for the
Feminist Health Center of
Portsmouth and New Hampshire
NARAL. The benefit will take place
atthe Unitarian UniversalistChurch,
292 State St., Portsmouth, NH on .
November 3rd, at 8:00 pm.
· Tickets are available at the
Feminist Health Center of
Portsmouth and at local outlets for
$13.50 advanced, $25.00 sponsor
(preferred seeting), or $15 .00 at the
·
door.
For further information call The
Feminist Health Center (603) 4367588, (603) 742-4995, or Redwing
Productions (207) 676-9658.

Saturday, October 28
UGLA will sponsor an AIDS Summit
from IO a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Augusta Civic
Center in Room 252 (Second floor at the
back of the building).
Sunday, October 29
Sportsman' s Athletic Club announces
a Halloween Party on Sunday, October
29. Judging begins at 10:30 p.m. Cash
prizes.
FALL RETREAT for men, October
14-16.
You used to love church, really got
caught up in the mysteries, then you discovered your sexuality and believed when
told you didn 't oelong and everything
changed. You dropped out and tuned out
the church. This retreat is for you: family
meals, preached and guided retreat, discussion, work, foliage walks, campfire and
silence. Sunday liturgy with the parish.
You do belong in the Christian Commu·nity. God loves you. _Bring a friend. Bring
a sleeping bag. Bring ap offering for expenses. We are looking forward to meeting
you. Let us know you' re coming by writing: Fr. Douglas, RR I, Box 680, N. Whitefield ME 04353.

Lesbian and Gay
FILM FESITVAL
The time has come for Maine to hold a film
festiva I made up entirely of films by and
- about lesbians and gay men.Plans are being
made for a 3-day festival in late March or
April , 1990, in Portland. It will include independent films , foreign films , features and
shorts , major releases and experimental
films.
What the festival needs now, are people
who want to get involved in publicizing it,
fundraising for it, and physically making it
happen . (It could also use a name.)
The site has yet to be determined, but we
are hoping to show films in a space that could
also accommodate an ongoing video screening and a place to just hang out, talk, and
recover between films .
For more information, to find out about upcoming meetings , orto offer suggestions for
films, sites or resources , call 799-1703 . .
Thanks .

Hours: Mon.-Sat. ·
10 am til S pm

Sat. & Sun. November 11 &
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Weekerid in Richmond Maine
with BANG (Boston Area Naturist
Group). Sponsored by Mountain
Valley Men. Call Brian for details
at 452-2239.

. · 438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 . io7/S96-0040 * .
Sp«i,ilizing in books by a_nJ about roomm, ~ I I ~ lur,llh a,,r and spirihuility.
S« our ~l«t1011 of gay and ksbran {telron and rum-fidi011.

(207) 773-2694

~
BLACK CAT
LANDSCAPING

\

THERESA TENNEY, Pres.

14 ·

CARPENTRY,

5 YRS. EXPERIENCE

i
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(207) 442-7061
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GLORIA
. MAINE HOME SEARCH, INC.

s. KRELLMAN

BUYING?SELLING?DREAMING?
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss
Your Real Estate Needs.

P.O.B. 331 Mt. Ephraim Road
Searsport, Maine 04974 .·

207 ~48-6689

SUNDAYS
Dignity, Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics and their friends) meets every Sunday at First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship
at 6:00 p.m . followed by social. Please use
rear entrance.
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sun. day of the month-business meeting, I p.m.
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay/Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout the
state. See Calendar listing for locati on and
time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6:30-8 p.m .
speakers meeting, Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Sunday. Di scussion meeting at 4
p.m ., Unitarian Church, Main St.. Bangor.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian//Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first
Sunday and third Thursday of every month
at 87 Sun set Strip in Brewer at 7 p.m.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
- for discussiqn, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College. Lewiston.
MONDAYS
Seacoast Gay Men - Mondays at 7
p:m. (except first Monday potluck party
held elsewhere) . Unitarian-Universalist
Church , 292 State St. , Portsmouth , NH .
Seacoast Gay Men, PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth , NH 03801-1394. Call Al (603)
898-1115.
-·

Greater Bangor NOW. fourth Monday of every month, 7-9 p.m . Call 9893306 for info.
Feminist Spiritual Community every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773-2294
(come early).
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus on gay/lesbian iss ues, 7:00-9 p.m. Williston/
West Church

Belfast Area AIDS Support GroupFor PW A's friend s, fa mil y, and caregivers.
Call 338-3736. (Famil y Planning MondayThursday).
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m .. beginning mee'ting, First Paris h UU Churc h, 425
Congress St. , Portland 7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/
discussion meeting.
Families of Gays Support Group second Tuesday of each month, 7:30 p.m.
For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.
Bowdoin College Gay-LesbianStraight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., ChaseBam
Chamber,Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap
Group. 6:30 to 8 p.m ., 92 Bedford St.
Portland (USM campus). Bisexuals we lcome. Call 780-4085 for more information.
Down East AIDS Network
Every Tues., 7 p.m. support group in
Ellsworth. Led by clinical soc ial worker
Carole Pascal, the group is open to all
people affected by AIDS. Call 326-8580
for location.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays - fourth Tuesday of the month, 7:30
p.m. First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.
Greater Portland NOW - fourth
Tuesday of the month , YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 o.m.

Our Paper staff meeting-every Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St. , Portland. 7732294. New member always welcome.
Lesbian ~COA (Adult Children of
Alcoholics) Support Group will meet
every Tuesday from 7 to 8:3.0 p.m. at the
Unitarian Universalist Church. Annex 2nd
floor, 15 Pleasant St. , Brunsw ick, ME. Nonsmoking; all women welcome.

WEDNESDAYS
Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and
Gay Community , 7:30 p.m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Gays and Lesbians United potluck
supper meets the last Wednesday of each
month at the Sanford Unitarian Church on
the comer of Lebanon St. (Route 202) and
Main St. (Route 109) in Sanford, Me. All
welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295 for
details.
.
College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Womyn's Rap Group, 'Z:00-9:00 ·p.m. at
92 Bedford St., Portland (USM campus).
Bisexuals welcome. Call 789-4085 for more
information.
THURSDAYS
Down East AIDS Network holds a Healing Circle for all people affected by AIDS.
Call 326-8580 for info & location .
2nd and 4th Thurs. , 7-8:30 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, discussion meeting at
7:30 p.m. Unitarian Church, Main St..
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening
6-9 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union,
UMO.
Women'sSupportGroupforWoJTlen
with AIDS, ARC, or Who Are HIV Positive, every Thursday at The AIDS
Project, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon at 22
Monument Square , 5th floor, Portland, ME.
For further information , or if you need day
care, please call Di ane or Toby at 7746877.
Gays in So.briety,AA , 8-9 p.m. big
book/step meeting. Williston West Church.
32 Thomas St. , Portland .
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- step meeting with focus on gay/lesbian
issues, 5:30-7 p.m., MERCY HOSPITAL144State
Portl and.
FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall , UMA,
Room 114.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discussion), Christ Epi scopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd ..
Portsmouth,NH.
OUTRIGHT - Portland Alliance of
Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m. Preble St. Chapel, 331
·Cumberland Ave. , Portland.

SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet first
and third Saturdays of • ach month from
8:00-1:00 at the old Bangor Community
College Student Union.

-

MLGPA Rallies for National Health Care in K'Port
by P.A. Trisha
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alli ance joined forces with seven other statewide progressive groups calling on George
Bush to open talks with Canadian Prime
Mini ster Brian Mulroney on the subject of
national health care.
- Over 200 people- organized by the
MLGPA , Maine People's Alliance, Citizens for Affordable Health Care, Maine
AFL-CIO, Rainbow Coalition, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Local 2327, Maine Project on South Africa, and Veterans for Peace - turned out for
a late morning press conference and noontime rally August 30th in the summer White
House town of Kennebunkport.
The events took place not far from
where President Bush would be attending
an afternoon luncheon hosted by the local
Chamber of Commerce. He was scheduled
to meet with Prime Minister Mulroney
later in the day.
In Canada, all citizen5i are covered by a
comprehe9sive national health care plan
that has been in effect si nce the early 1970s.
Similar coverage is not available here, and
the United States remains the only major
industrialized nati9n not providing this
ben~fit to its people.

At the press conference at the Rhumb
Line Inn , speakers Susan Sherry, Director
of State Health Affairs from the National
Health Care Campaign in Washington , DC;
Dr. Clifford Roseri, Chief Endocrinologist
at two northern Maine hospitals and a
supporter of national health care; Claire
Winchester from striking !BEW Local
2327; and Michael Connolly , a part-time
and uninsured professor with the University of Maine system told a standing-roomonly crowd of the inequities of the present
system of private insurance coverage.

"Thirty seven million Americans have
no health care," Sherry said, "and many
millions more are being threatened with
losing their coverage due to skyrocketing
costs.,,· An estimated 130,000 Mainers are
among those with no coverage.
Sherry added later that a Canadianstyle plan here would insure equal access
for all to quality medical care. She also
pointed out that since each man, woman,
and child would have their own insurance,
the dilemma of who's covered under whose
insurance as a dependent would cease to be
an issue.

In July of this year, the Maine House
and Senate passed legislation to create a
new state subsidized insurance program to
assist 21,000 low income people who have
no insurance but are not el igible for Medicaid. The original legislation, LD 1322,
called for mea~ures to insure all of Maine's
130,000 uninsured and those with incomes
up to 150% of the poverty level.
, "It's a beginning and a step in the right
direction," says Joe Ditre of the Maine
People 's Alliance, add ing that the People 's
Alliance would be submitting proposals in
the upcoming state session to broaden the
scope of this new program that he calls "the
newest and most different system of health
care since Medicaid started here in 1965 ."
After the news conference, people
walked with banners and signs to the
Shawmut Inn, some 600 fee down the road
to where Bush would be lunching. Along
the march route and while gathered at the
end of the road leading to the Shawmut Inn,
the crowd chanted slogans at Bush for what
organizers termed his failure to include
national health care . on his agenda with
Prime Minister Mulroney. Although not an
official visit by Mulroney, the two were to
talk about acid rain and the controversy
about the size of lobsters caught on each
side of the border.

t
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The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor
Portland, ME 04101

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St., Bangor,ME 04401
942-6503

AIDS Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Daily 9am-5pm
Mon. & Wed. 6-9pm, Sat. IOam-lpm

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St., PO Box 3771, Portland, ME
04104
773-2294
Gay/Lesbian Alcholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

AIDS Action of Central Maine
PO Box 3113, Lewiston , ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6ll3

ACOA - Phoenix Riiring - Gay/Lesbian - Monday 7 p.m. at Williston/West
Church - All Welcome.
\

Bath Men's Group meets weekly for fun,
fellowship , and great food. For more info,
dial 443-12 II. All welcome.· I

Lesbian/Gay Committee, Maine chapter National Assoc. of Social Workers, PO
Box 5112, Station A, Portland ME 04 IO I

New Brunswick Coalition for Human
Rights Reform
PB Box 1556, Station A, FredericJon, NB
E3B5G2

Maine Connection
PO Box 5245, Station A, Portland, ME
04102

Northern Lamda Nord
PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbi an Phoneline, 498-2088

Mountain Valley Men (MVM), Box
36, Center Conway, NH 03813, (207) 9251034 - Paul.

Our Paper
PO Box 10744
Pgrtland , ME 04104

Maine Bi-sexual Peoples Network.
Call the Gay /Lesbian Alliance at 780-4085
to leave a message.

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Bedford St., Portland,ME 04102
780-4085
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave., Bangor, ME 04401
947-2329

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
. 780-4085 or 772-4741, Portland

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232, Hallowell, MED4347
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services, PO Box 57, Brunsw ick ME 0401. 0057 , 883-50 16 or 725-4955.

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
PO Box 756, Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009

Harbor Masters Inc.
PO box 4044, Portland, ME 0410l

Portland Pride
PO Box 681, Scarborough, ME 04074
PW A Coalition of Maine.
377 Cumberland Ave .
Pool and ME 0410 I
773-8500.

USM Women's Forum
Univers ity of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St. , Portland, ME 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
· University of Maine-Orono, Orono, ME
04469

MAI.NE COMMUNITY NETWORK
AIDS Support Group, Mondays at
6:30. Call Alan at 548-2929 for information.
The group provides education in the
schools, brrsinesses and the community as
a whole, and offers support to people who
are affected by AIDS . For more information contact Nan Stone, 338-5559.
. The Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition (AV AC) is a not-for-profit organization with the fol1owing goals: to provide
community education about AIDS/HIV;
to coordinate and support community-based
services to people living with AIDS/HIV,
their families and significant others; to
assess AIDS needs in our communities and
present a unified front, on AIDS needs
issues; and to provide a forum for the excr.ange of support, professional skills and
technical.resources. We have been meeting regularly at the Tri-County Chapter of
the Red Cross in Auburn since late 1988,
and welcome all interested parties to attend
our meetings. For information please write
AVAC, POB 7977, Lewiston ME 04240,
or call 795-4357.
The Belfast Area AIDS Support Group
is for PW A's, friends," family and caregivers. Call 338-3736 (Family Planning,
M-Th) or Alan, 548-2929 evenings or
weekends.
The Colby College Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Community
·
c/o The Student Activities Office, Colby
College, Waterville; ME 0~901.
·
·Meetings, Wednesday nights at 8:30 in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Informational Phoneline 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of every month (873-3.536).
For more information write or contact Mark'
at 877-9194 or Al at 872-3000.
~.. ,
-Integ~ity meets the firstFriday of each
month. This month we will meet at 7 p.m.
at St. Matthew's Church, Hallowell.
Integrity, St. Matthew 's Church, 18
Union St.,Hallowell ME 04347 is a group
,,,,
of lesbian and gay Episcopalians and their
friends. It is a family within the church, a
place to find close community and support.
It offers an opportunity to find growth,
education and prayer. For more information, call 623-3041 or 845-2985.

Gay AA Meeting (speaker-discussion),
Saturday nights, 8-9 p.m. Beacon Club
(old Mitchell School B/D). 36 High St.,
Bath, ME 04530. Phone# for information:
443-4288.

Greater Bangor NOW will meet the
fourth Tuesday of every month, at 7 p.m ..
Amy's apartment in Augusta Hall, Bangor
Community College campus. For meeting
info, Amy #581-6075/6077.

Dignity/Maine, PO Box 8il3,
Portland, ME 04104. Dignity/Maine is an
organization of gay and lesbian Catholics
and their friends, o"rganized to reinforce our
self-acceptance and sense of dignity as
people of God, to develop leadership and
to be an instrument through which gay and
lesbian Catholics may be heard by the
church and society.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (P/FLAG) Box 2080 Great Island ,
Brunsw ick 04011, 725-4769
This support group attempts to help
parents, relatives and friends change attitudes and create understanding so that our
gay/lesbian family members can live with
dignity and respect. Meets fourth Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. at First Parish Church in Brunswick.

The Down East AIDS Network
(DEAN) is a community-based, grassroots
organization. We provide community
education and support services for those
affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive
organization. Call DEAN: 326-8580.
Support group for HIV(+), family, friends
and those at risk every ·Tuesday 7-8,30
p.m. Ellsworth. Call Tracy at 326-8580 for
information.
Down East AIDS Network, Box 779,
Blue Hill , ME 04614

Maine Bisexual People's Network,
POB 1792 Portland ME 04104. Call the
Gay/Lesbian Alliance at 780-4085 to leave
a message. The purpose of the Maine
Bisexual People's Network is to affirm in
ourselves and others the positive nature of
bi sex uality and to work toward greater
acceptance in th bisexual, gay, lesbian and
straight communities.

Eastern Maine AIDS Network
(EMAN) provides case management services to HIV infected people and theirfami. lies ·in Penobscot, Piscataquis, Hancock,
Washington and Aroostook counties.
. Support groups meet every Thursday evening in Bangor. In addition, EMAN staff
are available to proyide educational pres
entations within the same five county area.
Call: 990-EMAN or write EMAN, POB
2038, Bangor ME 0440 I.
0

. GBNOW's purpose is to take action to
bring women into full participation in
society now, exercising all the privileges
and respnosibilities thereof, in all aspects
of citizenship, public service, employment,
education and family°life.
_
The CCBLGC serves the membres of
the Colby and Waterville community as
both a social and political medium . Promoting community, awareness, and knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains a safe and
comfortable atmosphere for bi sex ual s,
lesbians, and gays.

The Maine Health Foundation is a
"nonprofit, tax-exempt organization that
offers both direct and indirect financial
support for People with AIDS in Maine.
· Our other concerns are the special health
issues facing Maine 's gay and lesbian
communities, including gay youth.
For information, please write to: The
Maine Health Foundation, Inc., PO Box
7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112.
Mountain Valley Men (MVM) is a
social group for gay men from Western
Maine and Eastern New Hampshire. We
meet at each other's homes for Pot Luck
and plan activities as the members desire. •
Our address is Box 36, Center Conway,
NH 03813 , and you can call Paul at (207).
925-1034 for information.
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee, PO Box 772. Belfast, ME 04915.
Provides education in the schools, businesses, and the community as a whole. For
more information contact Nan Stone, 3385559.

Are you gay and under 22 years old?
OUTRIGHT, Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian Youth, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portland, Maine 04101. For more
information, call Ingraham Volunteers,
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hour hotline)
or if you 're 18 and under, you can also call
Dial-KIDS: 774-TALK. Call now for more
information concern ing support, special
events and fun!
The Greater Portland Chapter ofttie
National OrganizatiJm for Women is an
action-oriented group. Our primary goals
are threefold: I) to foster Equal Rights for
women; 2) to insure unrestricted ch(?ice
around reproductive rights; and 3) to support Lesbian and Gay rights.
We have speakers and events for the
public on the fourth Tuesd~y of every
month , at the YWCA , 87 Spnng St., 7:30
p.m. For more information, . call · Perry
Krasow or his answering machine at 8790877.
Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) is a
soc ial group for gay men. We meet Mon-day evenings at 7 p.m. - holiday Mondays
excepted. The first Monday of the month is.
a potluck supper. Remaining Mondays are
given to a wide variety of presentations,
discussions, films, etc.
Our address is: PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394. Contact persons are: Al, 603-898-lll5; Paul, 207-439.6850 . .
Transupport, PO Box 17622, Portland,
ME 04101. Contact person is Diana. Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual , social
and educational peer support group for
Transsexuals, cross-dressers, and their
families and friends who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues."
Meetings are held bi-monthly, on Sundays at 6:00 p.m., write for location and
_
more information.
WOMLAND (Womn owning Maine
Land) Trust, Inc., PO Box 55 , Troy , ME
.
04,987
WOMLAND Trust is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to ac~uire
land throughout the state to protect 1t for
use by current and future generations of
womn and children. Meetings second
Sunday every month, location varies.

